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God’s Word 

 

John 1 

In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with God, and the Word was God.  He was in the 

beginning with God. All things were made through Him, and without Him nothing was made that was made.  

In Him was life, and the life was the light of men.  And the light shines in the darkness, and the darkness did 

not comprehend it. 

 

The Amplified translation says…………. 

In the beginning [before all time] was the Word (Jesus - Yahshua, Christ - Messiah), and the Word was with 

God, and the Word was God Himself. 

He was present originally with God. 

All things were made and came into existence through Him; and without Him was not even one thing made 

that has come into being. 

In Him was Life, and the Life was the Light of men. 

And the Light shines on in the darkness, for the darkness has never overpowered it [put it out or absorbed it 

or appropriated it, and is unreceptive to it]. 

 

In the beginning was the WORD! 

He already existed!!! 

He our Messiah, our Saviour was with God already! 

He is God! 

 

His Word…. 

THE Word gave life to everything that was created 

He gave life to everything that was created! 

His life brought light to everyone 

His light shines in the darkness 

And the darkness can never extinguish it!! 

HALLELUYAH!! 

 

In Matthew 24:35, Mark 13 and Luke 21 Jesus says: 

Heaven and earth will pass away, but My words will by no means pass away. 
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God’s Word!!! 

 Revered by those who have kept it for us for centuries.  

 Sung over even today. 

Scribes wrote it out meticulously and if they made one mistake, they threw the whole thing away, because 

they so revered the Word of God. They still do this today. 

If there is only one thing we should thank the Jews for, it is for preserving God’s Word for us. 

 

God’s Word, the Bible is the most important book of all time! 

 

In 1995 it was estimated that 5 billion copies had been sold worldwide since the early 1800’s and currently 

over 100 million Bibles are printed every year.  

It has been translated into 670 languages, the New Testament alone into 1,521 languages and Bible portions 

or stories into 1,121 other languages. 

The Gideon’s International distributed 59,460,000 Bibles worldwide last year. That’s more than 100 Bibles 

per minute. 

The Bible is actually excluded from book bestsellers lists because it would always be top. 

 

At the same time, the Bible is scrutinized and attacked more than any other book in the world.  

 It has been outlawed, confiscated and burned at different times and places in history.  

 It has been smuggled into jail cells and across borders.  

 For hundreds of years it was forbidden to the common people, as it was solely in the possession of 

the established ‘church’. 

 Many men died, mainly in this nation, because they had undertaken to translate and distribute 

copies of the Bible in English.  

o John Huss was burned at the stake for teaching from the Bible as the final authority for the 

Church over any earthly church rulers.  

o William Tyndale a scholar at Oxford spent years translating the Bible into English. He said “I 

defie the Pope and all his lawes. If God spare my life, ere many yeares I wyl cause a boy that 

driveth the plough to know more of the Scripture, than he doust.” He was strangled and 

burned for translating the Bible into English.  

More Kings, Popes, Emperors and rules have tried to destroy the Bible than any other book. If it had not 

been the Word of God it would have been destroyed years ago. Many tried – they died and the book lives 

on! 
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Every week, millions of believers like us today gather to discuss the words written on its pages. 

Others gather to discredit it or try to explain it away using their own limited man made understanding. 

 

What we believe about the Bible, God’s Word, is critical to our understanding of who God is. 

If you are a believer, what is it you believe? 

 

Luke 8 

The Parable of the Sower 

After this, Jesus traveled about from one town and village to another, proclaiming the good news of the 

kingdom of God. The Twelve were with him, and also some women who had been cured of evil spirits and 

diseases: Mary (called Magdalene) from whom seven demons had come out; Joanna the wife of Chuza, the 

manager of Herod’s household; Susanna; and many others. These women were helping to support them out 

of their own means. 

 

While a large crowd was gathering and people were coming to Jesus from town after town, he told this 

parable: “A farmer went out to sow his seed. As he was scattering the seed, some fell along the path; it was 

trampled on, and the birds ate it up. Some fell on rocky ground, and when it came up, the plants withered 

because they had no moisture. Other seed fell among thorns, which grew up with it and choked the plants. 

Still other seed fell on good soil. It came up and yielded a crop, a hundred times more than was sown.” 

 

When he said this, he called out, “Whoever has ears to hear, let them hear.” 

 

His disciples asked him what this parable meant. He said, “The knowledge of the secrets of the kingdom of 

God has been given to you, but to others I speak in parables, so that,  

“‘though seeing, they may not see; though hearing, they may not understand.’ 

 

 “This is the meaning of the parable: The seed is the word of God. Those along the path are the ones who 

hear, and then the devil comes and takes away the word from their hearts, so that they may not believe and 

be saved. Those on the rocky ground are the ones who receive the word with joy when they hear it, but they 

have no root. They believe for a while, but in the time of testing they fall away. The seed that fell among 

thorns stands for those who hear, but as they go on their way they are choked by life’s worries, riches and 

pleasures, and they do not mature. But the seed on good soil stands for those with a noble and good heart, 

who hear the word, retain it, and by persevering produce a crop. 
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The Word of God is fundamental, foundational and central to who we are as believers.  

 

God’s word is the only truth and it is this truth that sets us free. 

God’s ways and thoughts are higher than ours, His wisdom is infinitely greater. 

His word which is living and active, releases us supernaturally to align with God’s ways. 

It is the plumb line, through which everything else should be lined up. 

 

As we just heard the enemy, the world or our own flesh comes to steal, loosen and choke our understanding 

of the word of God.  

It is imperative we have an accurate understanding of God's word!   

It is crucial we believe it is the word of God. 

It is vitally importnat we read it for ourselves!!! 

Especially in these days. 

 

It is a true record of what God has said.   

Ignorance isn't bliss, God’s word says ‘my people perish for lack of knowledge.’ 

 

Therefore knowing God’s Word can be trusted utterly, is central to what we believe and who we are as 

believers. 

 

It is infallible 

 That means: without mistakes. 

It is inerrant: 

 That means: incapable of being wrong. 

 

My plan is to be challenging for the kingdom, thought-provoking……..and I pray we will all learn some new 

things about this gift given to us by our Father in heaven and creator. I pray any preconceptions and 

assumptions will be removed.  

 

That we will get excited and will grow in hunger to know more! 

 

A teacher called Chuck Missler says ‘The only sure barrier to truth is to assume you already have it all’.  
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Only the Bible is inspired by God, no other so called ‘holy book’, or book or document is inspired by God in 

this way, and treating them as if they are is very dangerous, because it can lead to deception. 

 

We are told in three places in the scriptures, not to add or take away from God’s Word!  

 

In Matthew 5:18 Jesus says: “For assuredly, I say to you, till heaven and earth pass away, one jot or one tittle 

will by no means pass from the law till all is fulfilled..” 

 

What is a jot? What is a tittle? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Bible is not just a book. 

Many people don’t even know what the Bible says. 

Including those who say they are believers!!! 

The Bible is God’s supernatural gift to us, His written covenant, His Ketubah! 

[Explain] 

 

It is His love letter to His Bride. 

From His very mouth – God breathed……. 

From His very heart! 

 

Over and over again it has been proved scientifically, historically, chronologically, mathematically, 

prophetically, geographically – the list is endless… 
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It is a collection of 66 books, written by 40 authors over approximately 2000 years.  

The authors were Kings; Military Generals; Prime Ministers; Leaders; a Doctor, Fishermen and even a Tax 

Collector. 

It is written in 3 languages Aramaic; Hebrew and Greek.  

It was written on three continents, Asia, Africa and Europe. 

 

All the authors of the Bible wrote about the same thing, they all wrote about Jesus! 

They were all born at different times and they each foretold something about Him.  

No other book on the face of the earth does this about any one single person.  

 

There are 355 prophesies in the Old Testament about Jesus first coming. 

Everything revealed in each prophesy was for our benefit! 

Every single one of those prophesies has been fulfilled!!! 

How incredible is that! 

 

Just to give you an understanding of that fulfilment and how supernatural it is: 

 

A scientist called Peter Stoner decided to have a look at the prophecies of Jesus Christ in the Old Testament. 

At the time he was not a believer. Stoner methodically listed 108 of them. He then proceeded to select eight 

of the best known prophecies about the Messiah and calculated the odds of their accidental fulfilment in 

one person as being 1 in 1017. 

 

Stoner illustrates the meaning of this number by asking the reader to imagine filling the State of Texas knee 

deep in silver dollars. Include in this huge number one silver dollar with a black check mark on it. Then, turn 

a blindfolded person loose in this sea of silver dollars. The odds that the first coin he would pick up would be 

the one with the black check mark are the same as 8 prophecies being fulfilled accidentally in the life of 

Jesus. 

 

The point, of course, is that when people say that the fulfilment of prophecy in the life of Jesus was 

accidental, they do not know what they are talking about. Keep in mind that Jesus did not just fulfil 8 

prophecies, He fulfilled all 355!!! 
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The chances of fulfilling 16 is 1 in 1045. When you get to a total of 48, the odds increase to 1 in 10157. 

Accidental fulfilment of these prophecies is simply beyond the natural realm! 

 

For example:  

Micah 5:2 Said He’d be born in Bethlehem - fulfilled in Matthew 2:6  

Isaiah 7:14 He would be born of a virgin – fulfilled Matthew 1:21 

Psalm 26:16 They would pierce His hands and feet - fulfilled John 19:37 

Psalm 22:18 Cast lots for His clothes – fulfilled Matthew 27:25 

Psalm 34:20 Not a bone in His body shall be broken – John 19:33-36 

 

Humanly speaking the odds of one person fulfilling all of this is impossible. 

Matthew 19:26 says “…. with God all things are possible.” 

 

A large number of atheist historians just after the time of Christ mention Him as a person 

 Suetonius in his historical work entitled Lives of the Twelve Caesars chronicles the major Roman 

Emperors from Julius Caesar to Domitian. When he gets to the reign of the Emperor Claudius, he 

makes a brief mention of Jesus and the early Christians 

 Tacitus a Roman historian and senator refers to Christ, his execution by Pontius Pilate, and the 

existence of early Christians in Rome in one page of his final work, Annals (written ca. AD 116), book 

15, chapter 44. Phlegon a Greek historian didn’t write about Jesus directly but wrote this, "In the 4th 

year of the 202nd Olympiad, there was a great eclipse of the Sun, greater than had ever been known 

before, for at the sixth hour the day was changed into night, and the stars were seen in the heavens. 

An earthquake occurred in Bythinia and overthrew a great part of the city of Nicæa." 

 Titus Flavius Josephus, born Yosef ben Matityahu, was a first-century Romano-Jewish scholar, 

historian and hagiographer, who was born in Jerusalem—then part of Roman Judea—to a father of 

priestly descent and a mother who claimed royal ancestry. Born: 37 AD, Jerusalem, Israel,  Died: 100 

AD, Rome, Italy. In ‘The Testimonium Flavianum’ (meaning the testimony of Flavius Josephus) is a 

passage found in Book 18, Chapter 3, of the Antiquities which describes the condemnation and 

crucifixion of Jesus at the hands of the Roman authorities. The Testimonium is likely the most 

discussed passage of Josephus. It says: 

“At this time there was a wise man who was called Jesus. And his conduct was good, and [he] was 

known to be virtuous. And many people from among the Jews and the other nations became his 

disciples. Pilate condemned him to be crucified and to die. And those who had become his disciples 
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did not abandon his discipleship. They reported that he had appeared to them three days after his 

crucifixion and that he was alive. Accordingly, he was perhaps the Messiah concerning whom the 

prophets have recounted wonders.” (10th Century Arabic Text) 

 

Wilbur Smith an Historian, who read hundreds of books and could speak over 45 languages, said there’s no 

other founder of any other religion or cult that has been identified any ancient text or manuscripts 

specifically foretelling their appearance.   

 

So there was nothing ever written about any other religious leader prior to their coming. 

 

Other historical documents only have one or two supporting document, but the Bible has over 20,000.  

 

Voltaire said “One hundred years from my day, there will not be a Bible on earth except one that is looked 

upon by an antiquarian curiosity-seeker.” 50 years later his estate became the headquarters of the 

Evangelical Society of Geneva and his printing presses were used to print Bibles. 

 

No one has foretold history like those who were inspired by Holy Spirit, who wrote the Bible. 

So far all prophesy has been fulfilled 100%  

 

Are there prophecies about His return to earth? 

His second coming? 

Yes there are many… 

There are 1845 just about Christs rule on the earth in the Old testament  

7 or 8 prophesies for every one prophesy about His first coming! 

There are 318 references to His 2nd coming in the New testament alone 

If you don’t believe the Old testament is relevant that is called Marcionism. Marcion believed Jesus was the 

Saviour sent by God, but he rejected the Hebrew Bible and the God of Israel. 

It is a doctrine of demons that is around today and actually a growing belief. 

There are at least 404 New Testament verses that allude to the Old Testament and the Book of revelation 

for example presumes you know your Old Testament. 

There are 318 references to Jesus second coming in the New Testament. 
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The WORD of God is... 

 Seed like in Nature 

 Supernatural in Origin 

 Infinite in Scope 

 Eternal in duration 

 Inexpressible in value 

 Quick in Action 

 Glorious in countenance 

 

Dietrich Bonhoeffer  - “The deceit, the lie of the devil consists of this …..that he wishes to make man believe 

that he can live without God’s Word….” 

So much is written in the Bible about the days we are living in now. It talks much about eschatology – ‘end 

times’, yet for us it is not the end, but only the beginning!  

Many end times signs prophesied in the Bible have come to pass and many are still to be fulfilled. As we 

continue to look at more on the kingdom of God, we will discover some of these together. 

God’s word is our manual from Genesis to Revelation on how to live in this world.  

We have already looked at some of its supernatural attributes, but let’s look at more. 

 

Gematria (Biblical Numerology) 

 

We touched on this briefly in the teaching on the ‘Fall and Redemption of Mankind’.  

 

If you have been involved in numerology outside of the Biblical understanding and without the guidance of 

Holy Spirit, you may not want to investigate this subject until you have a clear leading form God. 

 

Gematria is the study of the numeric equivalents of Hebrew and Greek letters. In both Hebrew and Greek 

(the languages in which the Bible was written), there are only alpha characters. There are no numeric 

characters. To explain this think of Latin where the alpha characters are used as numerals e.g. 5 = V and 108 

CIIIV.  Therefore, when a Hebrew would want to write a number, he would use the corresponding Hebrew 

letter. 
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So the Bible is full of numeric inferences and God is the consummate mathematician! 

 

In the Bible the number seven is the number of God.  

There are countless sevens and sequences of sevens found in both the Hebrew and Greek text. 

 

Here are some discoveries by a man called Ivan Panin a Russian Mathematician. He was an agnostic, 

however, did later profess to be a Christian. It's very interesting that after Dr. Ivan Panin discovered patterns 

of sevens in the Bible, he wrote his own translation of the Bible. Sadly the translation that he produced 

himself contains no mention of "hell. 

Examples of Seven found in the Bible, and in nature 

 7 days of the week 

 7 colours of the rainbow 

 7 notes in music 

 

 Miracles of Jesus = 35 (7 x 5) 

 Parables of Jesus = 35 (7 x 5) 

 Miracles and parables of Jesus = 70 (7 x 10) 

 Number of miracles in John's gospel = 7 

 Number of people raised from the dead = 7 ( 2 in the Old T, 5 in the New T) 

 Pieces of furniture in the Tabernacle = 7 

 Occasions where Jesus shed His blood from Gethsemane to his death = 7 

 7 letters to 7 churches in Revelation 

 7 seals, 7 trumpets, 7 bowls in revelation 
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Matthew 1:1-16 is all about Jesus’ ancestry. The following numeric patterns have been found in these verses 

alone: 

 The number of words are divisible by seven. 

 The number of letters are divisible by seven. 

 The number of vowels are divisible by seven. 

 The number of consonants are divisible by seven. 

 The number of words beginning with a vowel is divisible by seven. 

 The number of words beginning with consonants is divisible by seven. 

 The number of words that occur more than once is divisible by seven. 

 The number of words that occur in only one form are divisible by seven. 

 The number of words that occur more than once are divisible by seven. 

 The number of nouns are divisible by seven. 

 Only seven words are not nouns. 

 The number of names is divisible by seven. 

 Only seven other kinds of noun are present. 

 The number of male names is divisible by seven. 

 The number of generations is divisible by seven. 

 

The implications of the above lists of sevens, are simply beyond the ability of man to comprehend! 

 

There have over hundreds of years been many Hebrew scholars and Rabbis who have talked about the Bible 

Codes or Torah Codes.  

 

We do have to be careful about this, however, I believe the original discovery is stunning and no other 

possibility except a supernatural God could account for it. 

 

It is called ‘Equidistant Letter Sequences’ or ELS. 

 

The first ELSs discovered were found in the Torah, the first five books of the Hebrew Bible, which are 

believed by Hebrew scholars to have been written by Moses.  

 

More than 50 years ago, a Jewish rabbi called  Michael Weissmandel felt that God must have hidden 

information in the text of the Bible. So counting with his finger [now computers are used!] he discovered 
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that if you start with a T (tav) in the first verse of the book of Genesis, count 50 letters you have a V (vav), 

count another 50 letters R (resh) and another 50 letters you find the letter H (heh. This spells TVRH, or 

Torah as it is spelt in Hebrew.  

 

When he discovered this he was amazed, but still felt it must be coincidence. So he had a look at the book of 

Exodus. There again every 50th letter spells out the word Torah. 

 

Then He got to Leviticus and no it wasn’t there. But it was in Numbers! And it was in Deuteronomy! 

Except in both those books it was spelt the opposite way….  

 

GENESIS EXODUS LEVITICUS NUMBERS DEUTORONOMY 

TVRH TVRH YHVH HRVT HRVT 

 

The books were pointing to Leviticus. 

In Leviticus he counted every 8th letter and it spelt "the Name". 

 

"It is the glory of God to conceal a matter, but the glory of kings is to search out a matter." Proverbs 25:2 

 

However again I want to add caution here and Chuck Missler says it so well in his article…. 

 ‘The Bible Codes, Deciphering the Bible?’ 

All of these discoveries should bring us to a reverent awe as we continue to explore the Word of God. But 

we must be careful not to fall into the trap of attempting to exploit the Biblical text as some kind of mystical 

"Ouija board" in an attempt to predict the future. This misses the point and violates the injunctions of God. 

 

While we do, indeed, stand in amazement as we discover God's handiwork in the design of the text, and we 

marvel as we discover that when a thing comes to pass, He had declared the "end from the beginning," we 

need to focus our attention on the straightforward disclosures aided by the Holy Spirit. 

 

What did the original texts look like? 

 Papyrus – scrolls [explain] 

 Scripture was not originally set out in chapters and verses, but as continuous scrolls of writing. 

 Scroll of Isaiah, dead sea scrolls……. 
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 Stephen Langton Archbishop of Canterbury (a Cardinal of the Roman Catholic Church) 1207 to 1228, 

added chapters to the Bible as we know it. 

 And Robert Estienne added the verses within the chapters in the 16th Century.  

 This is why sometimes the verses & chapters don’t always make sense as they are divided 

incorrectly. So always, always read your Bible with that in mind, do not just take a chapter or a verse, 

as it may be out of context, but look at the bigger picture.  

 Various translations also have headings – these are additions, they are NOT part of the original 

manuscripts….. beware! This can be misleading and your think you are going onto a new subject, 

when the truth is it is a continuation of the writing. They can be very counterproductive. Yahshua did 

not teach in snippets, but in continuous thoughts.   E.g. Matthew 24-25 

 God’s word itself is mentioned 42 times just in Psalm 119. 

 

What do we do with the Word of God? 

‘All scripture is given by inspiration of God, and is profitable for doctrine, for reproof, for correction, for 

instruction in righteousness…’ 2 Timothy 3:16 

 

The word “inspiration” in the Greek, θεόπνευστος — theopneustos — means “God-breathed.” That is, the 

Scriptures were not just influenced by good ideas about God; they were actually infused into human beings 

by the Spirit of God, who breathed into the hearts and minds of the Bible’s authors. 

 

Read your Bible every day….. 

 Don’t rely on others, on leaders 

 You must read it yourself, you can ask Holy Spirit to guide you and help you and teach you 

 Study to show yourself approved! 

 

You can look up the original language 

 Explain - Blue Letter Bible, eSword, Bible Gateway, Translation, Strongs, Commentaries, etc. 

 

It is the Infallible Word of God 

It is not just a book. 

It says in three places not to add or take away from God’s word.  

 

Let’s read some  of it………………. 
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 It is our food. Matthew 4:4 

 It is supernatural power to the believer, it reaches our innermost parts with the truth!  

Hebrews 4:12  

 The deepest parts of our hearts. 1 Corinthians 2:10-14   

 It will give us discernment to know truth from error Hosea 14:9 

 It will lead us and guide us Psalm 119:105 

 It keeps us on the right path Psalm 119:9 

 It is protection to the believer Psalm 18:30 

 It will endure forever Isaiah 40:8 

 

SOAP BIBLE STUDY (S=Scripture; O=Observation; A=Application; P=Prayer) 

1 The Lord is my shepherd; 

I shall not want. 

2 He makes me to lie down in green pastures; 

He leads me beside the still waters. 

3 He restores my soul; 

He leads me in the paths of righteousness 

For His name’s sake. 
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Addendums: 

 

 


